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Informational Writing Topic 214 
 
Your class is studying ways to stay healthy. Think about the kinds of foods students eat 
each day and the kinds of activities that help students get exercise. 
 
Write a report for students your age explaining ways to stay healthy. 

Narrative Writing Topic 302 
 
Think about a special person in your life. This person may or may not live with you.   
 
Write a story about one day you spent with this special person. 
 

 
Persuasive Writing Topic 115 

 
Your teacher wants your class to choose the next field trip. You can go anywhere in 
the world for as long as you would like. Where would you like to go? 
 
Write a speech to convince your class and teacher that your field trip is the one to 
take. Include specific details to explain why your field trip would be the best. 
 



 

 



 

 
 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 1 
Prompt 115 

 
Ideas Score: 3 
The controlling idea (the class should go to New York City) is sufficiently developed 
with relevant supporting ideas (New York has excellent shopping, cheese cake, nice 
hotels etc.).  The writer elaborates these supporting ideas with some details (e.g., “the 
best clothes and shoes and jerwly for just 100$,” “I also want to have a inside swimming 
pool in the Hotel and cozy beds so I can have a cozy night sleep”).  The information in 
the paper provides a sense of completeness and addresses some reader concerns (e.g., 
how will the class get to New York, and how much money would the students need to 
bring?).   
 
Organization Score: 3 
The writer demonstrates sufficient control of the components of Organization.  The 
introduction is clear.  Within the body of the paper there are no paragraph indentations, 
but related ideas are grouped together (e.g., details about cheesecake, the bus ride and the 
hotel).  These related ideas follow a generally clear sequence as well.  There are 
transitions in the paper, but they are somewhat repetitive (“I would also,” “also,” “I 
also”).  The conclusion provides closure. 
 
Style Score: 3 
There is an enthusiastic tone in this paper, and some of the word choice is interesting 
(“all the wonderful shopping and eating,” “cozy beds so I can have a cozy nights sleep”).  
However, there are several moments when the writer loses control of language (“So I can 
have all the fun as I can before the two weeks are over with.  And I want to so much fun 
that when I get home I be tired of having fun,” and “all that stuff I want to do is not free 
so all that I have to pay like 300$ which I would to go to New York City.”  Several 
incorrect sentences limit the demonstration of variety.    
 
Conventions: 2 
The writer demonstrates minimal control of the elements of Conventions.  Errors rarely 
interfere with meaning, but there are about as many incorrect examples of sentences, 
usage, and mechanics as there are correct examples.    
 

Performance Level: Meets the Standard 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 2 
Prompt 115 

 
Ideas Score: 1 
It is evident that the writer would like to go to Washington, D.C., but a controlling idea 
does not emerge.  That is because the supporting ideas (“it is good and cold there”) are 
not developed with clear details.  A good bit of information in the paper is not relevant to 
the assigned task (e.g., the scuffle about talking on the cell phone during the bus trip).   
 
Organization Score: 1 
The paper lacks an organizing strategy.  The writer often repeats the statement that it is 
good and cold in Washington, D.C., to the extent that coherent grouping and sequencing 
of ideas is not discernible.  There are no clear transitions in the paper, and there is no 
conclusion. 
 
Style Score: 1 
Word choice is mostly imprecise or confusing (e.g., “The suff is a lot of thing for me,” “I 
was good there they are good to my and play with me,” and “Pass school with the Civil 
War man”).  Because the writer does not control language, tone and voice are not clear.  
There are too few correct sentences to determine variety.   
 
Conventions: 1 
There are severe and repeated errors in all elements of sentence formation, usage and 
mechanics.  Far fewer than 50% of the examples are correct. 
 
 

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 3 
Prompt 115 

 
Ideas Score: 4 
The controlling idea (the class should go to Funsville) is developed with relevant 
supporting ideas (Funsville has exciting water rides, roller coasters, go-karts, etc.).  The 
writer elaborates these supporting ideas with specific details (e.g., “the big water slides 
that takes you in circles or up and down in the air like a dirt bike jumping ramps in the 
air” and “the fastest go cart is number 16 color light blue”).  The paragraph about 
television characters is not as well developed as others in the paper, but overall the 
response contains information that addresses reader concerns and perspectives (e.g., why 
would students have a good time at Funsville?).   
 
Organization Score: 4 
The organizing strategy (introduction / supporting paragraphs / conclusion) is appropriate 
for persuasive writing.  The introduction sets the stage for what follows in the body of the 
paper (“This story that im about tell you will take you on the ride of your life”).  Related 
ideas about rides, go-karts, pools, and fireworks are grouped together into paragraphs.  
Ideas within these paragraphs are sequenced logically.  Transitions between body 
paragraphs are repetitive (“First of all,” “Second of all,” “Third of all”), but the 
conclusion is engaging and provides closure without repetition (“be prepared for a wild 
and I mean wild ride”).   
 
Style Score: 3 
There are moments when the word choice is engaging (e.g., “make your head spin”), but, 
for the most part, the language is generally interesting (“They sure missed the fun stuff,” 
“these are the best kind of pools,” and “sometimes they let you shoot some or even take 
some home”).   Audience awareness is a strength of the paper (“This story that I’m about 
tell you will take you on the ride of your life,” and “Be sure to be prepared for a wild ride 
and I mean a wild ride”).  These examples also demonstrate the writer’s voice.  There is 
some variation in sentence length and structure. 
 
Conventions: 3 
There are some errors in every component of Conventions, but there are more correct 
examples than incorrect.  There are a few run-ons (e.g., “Some have rides that get wet 
even more some has fish you can catch one even has sharks you can feed”), but there are 
also several examples of correct simple, compound, and complex sentences.  There are 
usage errors (e.g., “every been there,” “more ride still to go,” and “it has fire work”) and 
mechanics errors, particularly capitalization problems.  Again, though, there are more 
correct examples than incorrect examples.  Overall, control is sufficient.   
 

Performance Level: Meets the Standard 
 
 



 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 4 
Prompt 115 

 
Ideas Score: 3 
The controlling idea (the class should go to Look-Out Mountain) is developed with 
relevant supporting ideas (three are many attractions and great views).  The writer 
develops these supporting ideas with some details (e.g., “you can see all the layers of 
rocks squished together like a sandwhich” and “you can see a natural face made out of 
rock”).  There is enough information in the paper to provide a sense of completeness.     
 
Organization Score: 3 
The organizing strategy (introduction / supporting paragraphs / concluding statement) is 
appropriate to the persuasive purpose.  The writer uses the introduction to establish 
Lookout Mountain as “the perfect science field trip.”  Related ideas about attractions, 
sights, and Dippin’ Dots are generally grouped together.  Ideas follow a generally clear 
sequence as well.  Transitions are present but not especially varied (e.g., “When you 
walk,” “When you go,” and “When I got”).   The final sentence provides some closure, 
but it is too brief to be an effective conclusion.   
 
Style Score: 3 
In the beginning of the paper, the word choice is engaging (“When you walk through Fat 
Man’s squeeze, you can see all the layers of rock squished together like a sandwich”).  
Beginning in paragraph two, however, the language becomes less effective and more 
repetitive.  For example, the writer uses the phrase “you can see” multiple times.  
Because this phrase often serves as an introductory clause, sentences are not consistently 
varied.  It is clear, though, that the writer is fond of Look-Out Mountain; that is, the 
enthusiastic tone is appropriate to the persuasive purpose of the prompt.    
 
Conventions: 4 
Sentences are consistently correct, except for a comma splice in paragraph one (“You can 
also ride on a ride called the Singing Cave, you can look through windows and see a 
gold-stoned waterfall”).  The writer forms simple, compound and complex sentences 
correctly, although there are not a variety of compound and complex sentences.  Usage 
and mechanics are consistently correct, but there are some missing commas in complex 
sentences.  Overall, the writer demonstrates consistent control of the components of 
Conventions.  
 
 
 

Performance Level: Meets the Standard 
 
 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 5 
Prompt 115 

 
Ideas Score: 2 
The controlling idea (the class should go to Hawaii) is minimally developed.  Supporting 
ideas (there are attractions and calming scenery) are elaborated with some details (e.g., 
“My class could watch them cook a pig under ground”), but there is not enough 
information in the paper to provide a sense of completeness. 
 
Organization Score: 2 
Although brief, the paper has an organizing strategy.  The writer does not immediately 
say what the destination is, choosing instead to build up some suspense first before 
making the revelation toward the end (“can you guess what this place is know?  Well it is 
Hawii”).  Because of the brevity of the response, the writer demonstrates only minimal 
evidence of grouping, sequencing, and transitions (e.g., “When we get … to go”). 
 
Style Score: 2 
There is some interesting word choice, which contributes to an enthusiastic tone (e.g., 
“Its so peaceful and quiet there.  Its like your in your own little world…”).  There is also 
some audience awareness (“Can you guess what this place is know?”).  Overall, though, 
competence in Style is limited by the brevity of the response.   
 
Conventions: 1 
There are several run-on sentences in this response, in addition to several incorrect word 
forms (e.g., “we could go visits” and “can you guess what this place is know”).  There are 
also mechanics problems; missing apostrophes and misspelled words are common.  
Overall, there are not enough correct instances to demonstrate minimal competence.     
 
 

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 6 
Prompt 115 

 
Ideas Score: 3 
The controlling idea (the class should go to Tennessee) is sufficiently developed.  
Supporting ideas are relevant (Tennessee has great food and music, open grass fields, and 
34th Street).  The writer develops each of these supporting ideas with some examples 
details (e.g., “they homecook the same food better,” “They have music like country, 
gospel, country gospel, R & B, and rap,” and “I bet it will be fun to play in open 
greassfields”).  There is enough information in the paper to provide a sense of 
completeness. 
 
Organization Score: 3 
The writer demonstrates sufficient control of the components of Organization.  The 
introduction is clear, and the writer groups related ideas about food, music, the grass-
fields, and 34th Street.  Sequencing is generally clear.  There are some transitions (e.g., 
“First of all” and “it also”), but they are not consistently present throughout the paper.  
The one sentence conclusion has limited effectiveness because of its brevity.   
 
Style Score: 3 
Word choice is generally interesting (“they homecook the same food better,” and “lots of 
open green grassfields”), but there are some lapses into ordinary, repetitive language 
(e.g., “lots of kinds of music” and “a lot of old buildings”).  The more interesting diction 
helps establish a knowledgeable tone.  The writer’s voice is evident (“I love those kinds” 
and “I bet it will be fun…”), and there is some sentence variety.   
 
Conventions: 3 
While most of the sentences are correct, they are predominantly simple (there are a few 
compound and complex sentences).  Usage and mechanics are correct, for the most part, 
but the writer does not attempt a variety of constructions.  Sufficient control of the 
elements of Conventions is evident, however.   
 
 

Performance Level: Meets the Standard 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 7 
Prompt 214 

 
Ideas Score: 1 
A controlling idea has not been established in this response.  While the information 
included is relevant to the assigned task, competence in Ideas is limited by the brevity of 
the reponse. 
 
Organization Score: 1 
There is little evidence of an organizing strategy.  The paper lacks an effective 
introduction, ideas are not arranged in a meaningful order, and there is no conclusion.  
“Last don’t eat too much junk food.” Is the last item in a list of five items, not an attempt 
to close the paper. 
 
Style Score: 1 
There is not enough student writing to determine competence in Style.  What has abeen 
written does demonstrate some awareness of audience as the writer directly addresses the 
reader (“You need to eat all the healthy food so you can’t get sick.”). 
 
Conventions Score: 1 
The writer does not demonstrate control of the components of Conventions.  There are 
some simple sentences at the beginning of the paper, but the second half of the paper 
consists of one long run-on.  Usage is generally correct (except “to” for “too”). Very little 
is demonstrated in the elements of mechanics.  Overall, there is not enough demonstrated 
in the components of Conventions to determine competence.    
  
 

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard 
 
 
 



 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 8 
Prompt 214 

       
Ideas Score: 5 
The controlling idea (It’s important to stay healthy) is fully developed with relevant supporting 
ideas (eating healthy, exercising, going to the doctor).   Ideas are fully elaborated throughout the 
response with specific examples and details (add melted cheese to broccoli, getting dehydrated 
without water, wearing a helmet and knee pads, checking your weight, height, eyes, and ears in a 
physical exam).  The writer addresses reader concerns by including safety tips for certain sports, 
a warning about getting shots, and information to help people who don’t like certain healthy 
food.  All the information included is relevant and addresses all aspects of the assigned task. 

 
Organization Score: 5 
The organizational structure (introduction, supporting ideas, conclusion) is appropriate to 
informational writing. The introduction is brief, but it sets the stage for the writer’s advice on 
how to stay healthy.  Contrasting how kids today aren’t very healthy is an effective strategy for 
introducing ways to stay healthy.  Related ideas are grouped into paragraphs, and ideas are 
sequenced logically across parts of the paper. Transitions from one paragraph to the next are not 
particularly varied (“One reason,” “Exercize is very important,” “Going to the doctor”), but the 
writer does use a variety of transitional elements to link ideas within paragraphs (“Some people 
though eat some veggies but not everyone thinks ...  So it is probably a good idea …”  I 
personally don’t …, but I like cheese so I add … brocolie.”).  The conclusion provides a sense of 
closure by reminding the reader to do what it takes to stay healthy, even if some parts may not be 
pleasant. 

 
Style Score: 5 
The writer uses carefully crafted phrases to engage the audience (e.g., “no kid I can tell you likes 
to eat veggies,” “Now a sweet tooth I know everyone’s got one,” and “Make sure you go to the 
doctor at least once a year for a physical exam”).  The caring tone and sustained attention to the 
audience are particular stylistic strengths (e.g., “you don’t want to do a sport without water, or 
you’ll get dehigerated” and “Did you know that you can prevent from getting sick?  Well take 
your vitamins and eat right and you should be fine”).  The writer’s authoritative voice is 
sustained and appropriate to informational writing, and the writer uses a variety of sentence 
lengths, structures, and beginnings. 

 
Conventions Score: 4 
The writer demonstrates consistent control of sentence formation, usage, and mechanics.  Simple 
and complex sentences are formed correctly, but there are a few run-ons (“Eating healthy is very 
important you need to try to eat all the basic food groupes.”).  All elements of usage are 
consistently correct throughout the response.  There are some missing commas and misspelled 
words (“arn’t, excercize, groupes, brocolie, crutons, donughts,dehigerated), but these are minor 
errors and most are difficult words for a fifth grader to spell. Otherwise the elements of 
mechanics are consistently correct. 

 
Performance Level: Exceeds the Standard 



 

 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 9 
Prompt 214 

  
Ideas Score: 4 
The controlling idea of this response (how to stay healthy and avoid getting sick) is well 
developed with relevant supporting ideas (ways kids get sick, exercising, playing sports, eating 
healthy foods).  The supporting ideas are developed with specific examples and details (how 
germs are spread, good hygiene practices, exercises, foods), but the ideas are not fully elaborated 
because the writer lists a series of examples without explanation (“running, … swinging,” 
“basketball, … cheerleading,” “oranges, potatos, … beans”).  Explaining how these exercises, 
sports, and foods help you stay healthy would have fully addressed reader concerns. 

 
Organization Score: 4 
The organizational plan (introduction, supporting ideas, conclusion) is appropriate to the 
informational genre.. This paper actually contains two apparent introductions.  The first 
paragraph is unnecessary and a weak introduction.  Then, after the title, the writer includes an 
effective introduction that sets the stage for the report on how to stay healthy(“Kid”s everyday 
are missing school because of illness, viruses, and diseases.  Why, you ask?  Well your about to 
find out.”).  Supporting ideas are presented in a clear, logical sequence (why kids get sick, then 
what can be done to stay healthy).  Transitions link ideas and parts of the paper (repeating key 
words, “Last”).  The conclusion, like the beginning, contains unnecessary information.  The 
conclusion would have been better if the paper had ended with the line:  “If you eat right, 
exercise, or play a sport  I’ll bet you won’t get sick as much.”  The additional comments at the 
end of the paper  do not serve as an appropriate conclusion for informational writing.  Despite 
the unnecessary introduction and ending, the ideas within the actual report are clearly and 
logically sequenced. 

 
Style Score: 4 
Word choice is generally engaging and precise (spreads germs,” “main reason for most 
sickness,” “you can become sick easily,” “healthy and in shape,” “healthy and fit”).  The writer’s 
informative voice is appropriate to the topic and the assigned genre of writing.  The writer 
attends to the audience in the introduction (“Why, you ask?”), in the body of the paper (“If your 
not already in a sport your probably should consider it.”  “Try them out I garauntee you’ll like 
them”), and in the conclusion (“I’m not going to say you can’t get sick because it’s possible”).  
The paper contains a variety of sentence lengths, structures, and beginnings. 

 
Conventions Score: 4 
The writer demonstrates consistent control of sentence formation, usage, and mechanics.  The 
paper contains correct simple, complex, and compound sentences with some errors (run-on 
sentences and fragments).  Usage is correct, though not error free (“your” for “you’re,” “there” 
for “they’re,” “here’s for here are,” and the use of the possessive “Kid’s” instead of the correct 
plural “Kids”).  Internal punctuation is correct in a variety of contexts.  There are some missing 
commas, but the writer demonstrates consistent control of this component throughout the essay.  
Spelling is correct except for minor errors (“exersising, garauntee, potatos, tomatos”).   
 

Performance Level: Meets the Standard



 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 10 
Prompt 214 

 
Ideas Score: 3 
The controlling idea (how to stay healthy) is sufficiently developed. The supporting ideas 
(things to do and things to avoid) are relevant, and the writer develops them with some 
examples and details (e.g., drink water and healthy drinks like Gatorade; eat plenty of 
fruits and vegetables; get enough asleep; avoid foods that are greasy and bad for your 
teeth).  Although the writer does not elaborate extensively on these details, there is 
enough information in the paper to provide a sense of completeness and to address some 
reader concerns (e.g., how can I stay healthy?). 
  
Organization Score: 2   
There is little evidence of an organizing strategy.  The writer does understand the need 
for an opening and closing, but the information in between is not arranged or sequenced 
in a meaningful order.  The sentences could almost be rearranged in any order without 
affecting meaning.  Unrelated ideas are grouped together as the writer moves from 
disscussing food to exeercise and back again and again.  Using the words, “they should,” 
or “and” as transitions between ideas is not appropriate. 
 
Style Score: 2 
The language and tone are not engaging in this response (except for “keeps you happy 
and smart and healthy).  The word choice is often repetitive, but is not generally 
imprecise. While the use of “They should” is somewhat monotonous, the tone is also 
emphatic (“But really your supposted to do all those things.”). Sentence beginnings are 
not varied.  There is no attention to the audience demonstrated.  
 
Conventions Score: 2 
The writer demonstrates minimal control of the components of conventions.  The 
quantity of writing is sufficient, but much of the sentence formation, usage, and 
mechanics consists of the same simple forms used repeatedly.  There  are errors in 
sentences ( “And they should…exercise,” and other fragments beginning “And,” “But”) 
and usage (“that what keeps there energy,” “your suppose,” “most thing”).    The use of 
“they should” as the subject and verb of almost every sentence limits the demonstration 
of competence in subject-verb agreement.  Most of the spelling is correct, some internal 
punctuation is correct, and the first word of each sentence is capitalized.  Because related 
ideas are not grouped, the writer does not really demonstrate competence in the use of 
paragraph breaks.  
 

 
Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard 

 



 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 11 
Prompt 214 

 
Ideas Score: 4 
The controlling idea (how to stay healthy) is well developed.  Supporting ideas (types of 
exercise, eating right, healthy drinks, not smoking, avoiding illness) are elaborated with 
specific examples and details (e.g., try to eat protein, calcium, fiber, iron; “drink things 
like milk, water, and alot more juices like apple juice”;  wear a jacket when outside). The 
writer addresses reader concerns by explaining what to do in situations like being near a 
smoker or someone who has a fever. 
 
Organization Score: 3 
The overall organizational strategy (introduction-supporting ideas-conclusion) is 
appropriate to the informational purpose.  There is a clear sequence of ideas as the writer 
moves from exercise to nutrition to avoiding illness and health problems. Related ideas 
on exercise, nutrition, and avoiding illnesses are grouped together within paragraphs.  
Transitions are simple (“another way,” “the third thing,” “the fourth thing”), but clearly 
signal a change in ideas. 
 
Style Score: 3 
The writer demonstrates sufficient control of the components of Style.  Word choice is 
appropriate to the topic ( “exampels,” “good eating choices,” “protien, calcium, fiber and 
iron,” “most healthy,” etc.).   Audience awareness is demonstrated in the writer’s direct 
address to the reader (“Try not to…” “try to get away,” “try to remember”), and the  
rhetorical question that ends the paper.  A caring tone is evident throughout as the writer 
advises the reader on ways to stay healthy.  There is some variety in sentences.   
 
Conventions Score:  4 
The writer demonstrates consistent control of sentence formation, usage, and mechanics.  
Most simple and complex sentences are formed correctly (except “Like eat vegetables 
and fruits.”) and the meaning is clear.  Usage is consistently correct with some variety of 
instances.  Paragraph breaks and capitalization are correct, but there is little internal 
punctuation demonstrated except commas in a series.  Spelling errors (smokeing, 
exampels, vegtables, protien, jucie, cramberry) do not interfere with meaning.  While 
there are some aspects of a lower score, overall the writer demonstrates consistent control 
of the components of Conventions. 
 
 

Performance Level: Meets the Standard 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 12 
Prompt 214 

 
Ideas Score: 2 
The controlling idea (How to be healthy) is minimally developed.  Supporting ideas 
(healthy foods, exercise, drugs are bad) are relevant, but have minimal elaboration.  
While the writer is focused on the topic, minimal focus on the informational purpose is 
demonstrated.  There is not enough information to provide a sense of completeness. 
 
Organization Score: 1 
There is little evidence of an organizing strategy in this response.  The brief introductory 
remarks announce the topic.  Few ideas are sequenced in a meaningful order.  Related 
ideas are not grouped together in paragraphs.  The writer moves from food to exercise to 
drugs, then repeats that order again.  There are few transitions (“They would,” “That 
was”).  The piece ends abruptly, then the writer reminds the reader that this is a report on 
the assigned topic and asks the reader to “listen.”  While the statement indicates the 
writer’s awareness that an ending is needed, it does not provide closure. 
 
Style Score: 2 
Language and the tone of this response are uneven (There are milk and yogurt and there 
is a lot more.”  “You should always exercise and run, jump do something that is active.”).  
Word choice is simple (“There are,” “You should,”  “They would,” “Did you know,”).  
Audience awareness is demonstrated in the rhetorical questions the writer poses to the 
reader (“Did you know that drugs are the number one killer.”) and in addressing the 
reader directly (“you …”) throughout the brief response. The writer’s voice is minimal. 
Sentence variety is limited by the amount of writing. Minimal control of the components 
of Style is demonstrated. 
 
Conventions Score: 2 
The response demonstrates minimal control of the components of Conventions.  Most of 
the sentences are formed correctly, except for two run-ons (“You should always exercise 
and run, jump do something that is active.”  “They would stop you from running, you 
would have to rest for a while.”).  There are errors in the elements of usage and 
mechanics (e.g., “hundred thing,” “Drug are,” “heathly,” “elegal,” “lease”), and there is 
insufficient evidence to demonstrate more than minimal competence in Conventions. 
 
 

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard 
 
 
 



 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 13 
Prompt 214 

 
Ideas Score: 5 
The controlling idea (how to stay healthy) is fully developed and relevant to the 
informational purpose.  The writer maintains consistent focus on the assigned topic and 
all information included is relevant.  Supporting ideas (health isn’t hard, healthy foods, 
helping your family, healthy reminders) are fully elaborated with specific examples and 
details (types of exercises, which foods are healthy, what to tell your famiy).  The writer 
addresses reader concerns by assuring the audience that these tips are good for everyone 
and enjoyable too.  The writer demonstrates full command of the components of Ideas. 
 
Organization Score: 5 
The organizing strategy (analysis of problem-specific steps to avoid the problem-
summary) is appropriate to the informational purpose.  The introduction engages the 
audience and sets the stage by analyzing the eating habits of young people today.  Ideas 
are logically sequenced and the writer moves the reader from an analysis of current health 
problems through the aspects of healthy living. Related ideas are grouped in paragraphs 
and logically sequenced across parts of the paper (exercise tips, diet tips, conveying this 
information to family, and, finally, reminding yourself of this information). Transitions 
between paragraphs are varied (“Being healthy,” “Another thing,” “ you can help…too,”  
“Next, tell them” “Now, you know”).  Ideas within paragraphs are linked with a variety 
of transitional elements (“kids”-“they”-“them;” “exercise”-“jumping jacks,”- “riding your 
bike”-“running”; “even though,” “to start with,” “There is still”) throughout the response. 
The writer closes effectively by appealing to the reader’s desire to protect loved ones 
from harm.   
 
Style Score:  4 
Language and the enthusiastic tone are consistent with the informational purpose.  Word 
choice is engaging (“They are unhealthy because when they were younger they didn’t 
exercise and eat healthy foods.”).  The writer demonstrates attention to the audience by 
assuring the reader that being healthy is not hard or unpleasant and that it is a way of 
taking care of loved ones.  The writer’s voice is consistently caring as if to say, “You can 
do this!”  Sentences vary in length and structure. 
 
Conventions Score: 5 
The writer demonstrates full command of the components of Conventions.  Sentences are 
correct, varied, and complex.  The two minor Usage errors (“Doing exercises get blood 
flowing,” “a lot of unpleasant thing”) are probably proofreading errors.  Misspelled 
words (“probaly,” “potatoe”) are infrequent;  there are a few unnecessary commas, but 
the elements of mechanics are correct in a variety of contexts. 
 
 

Performance Level: Exceeds the Standard 
 



 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 14 
Prompt 302 

 
Ideas Score: 4 
The narrative is well developed.  The events of the story are relevant (getting to Abbi’s 
house, going to the mall, and going to Target).  The writer elaborates on these events with 
specific details (e.g., what she bought Abbi for her birthday, their experience at Build-A-
Bear, and finally at Target).  These specific details create a more concrete picture of what 
their day was like, but the story is not quite full because the paper ends rather abruptly.   
 
Organization Score: 4 
The writer demonstrates consistent control of the components of Organization.  The 
introduction is engaging (getting an interesting piece of mail).  The events that follow are 
sequenced chronologically, which is appropriate for narrative writing.  The writer uses a 
variety of transitions (“As I got off the school bus,” “When Saturday rolled around,” etc.) 
to link parts of the paper.  The paper lacks a definitive conclusion, however, which would 
improve the overall plan.     
 
Style Score: 4 
The language and tone are often engaging (“As I got off the school bus I walked up to my 
big brick mailbox and grabbed the mail out,” “I scurried into my house,” etc.).  Toward 
the end of the paper, the writer’s word choice gets a bit mechanical (we went here; I got 
this and that), which weakens the voice somewhat.  Sentences vary in length and 
structure, however.  Overall, the writer demonstrates consistent control of the 
components of Style. 
 
Conventions Score: 5 
There are very few Conventions errors in this paper, and the writer uses a variety of 
sentence, usage, and mechanics constructions.  There are compound and complex 
sentences.  Subjects and verbs agree throughout.  There are some missing commas, but 
most of the elements of mechanics are correct.  The writer demonstrates full command of 
the components of Conventions. 
 
 

Performance Level: Exceeds the Standard 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 

Annotations for CP Paper - 15 
Prompt 302 

 
Ideas Score: 1 
The writer maintains little focus on the assigned genre and purpose.  Most of the paper is 
not a narrative; it is a list of reasons that the writer’s father is so special (helps with 
homework, plays games, etc.).  The account of going for ice cream takes on a narrative 
form, but this segment is very brief.  Above all, competence in Ideas is limited by the 
brevity of the response.  
 
Organization Score: 1 
The organizing strategy is not appropriate to the narrative purpose.  That is, the writer 
does not sequence ideas chronologically, group narrative events, or use transitions.  Most 
of the details in the paper could be rearranged without affecting meaning.  There is 
insufficient writing to determine minimal competence.  
 
Style Score: 1 
The writer shows little control of the components of Style.  Word choice wavers between 
simple and ordinary (“We do lots of things together”) and unclear (“We had lots of to 
do”).  There is little tone, audience awareness, or sentence variety.  There is insufficient 
writing to determine minimal competence.  
 
 
Conventions Score: 1 
In this brief response, there are several errors in every component of Conventions: 
sentence formation, usage, and mechanics.  Errors occasionally obscure meaning (“he 
slipped it funny I laght all the home”).  There is insufficient writing to determine minimal 
competence.  
 
 

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard 
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Ideas Score: 2 
This narrative is minimally developed.  All of the narrative events are relevant (baking 
cookies, eating muffins, eating out, etc.), but few details elaborate these events (e.g., “we 
ate so many muffins there was barely any left”).  There is not enough information to 
provide a sense of completeness.  
 
Organization Score: 2 
The writer demonstrates minimal control of the components of Organization.  There is a 
brief introduction (waking up), chronological sequencing, and conclusion (going to bed).  
Competence is limited, though, by the brevity of the response. 
 
Style Score: 2 
There is some interesting word choice in the response (“I went downstairs to find my dad 
baking chocolate chop cookies,” and “I had heaps of fun”).  In the second paragraph, 
however, the writer’s voice is less distinct because the language gets quite repetitive (the 
writer uses the phrase “we went” multiple times).  The net effect is mixed competence in 
Style.  Competence is limited by the brevity of the response.  
 
Conventions: 3 
There are very few errors in Conventions, and the writer shows competence in forming 
complex sentences.  Usage is nearly flawless, and the same is true for mechanics.  The 
writer’s control of internal punctuation, particularly comma use, is impressive.  It is rare 
for a paper with such limited evidence to earn a sufficient score in any domain, but the 
scarcity of errors, even in more complex instances (e.g., subordination), makes this 
example an exception.     
 
 

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard 
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Ideas Score: 4 
The writer produces a well-developed account of a day spent with someone special: CJ.  
The narrative includes extensive breadth of detail (taking care of CJ at various locations), 
but most aspects of the day lack depth of detail.  That is, the reader learns a little about a 
lot of the day’s activity (e.g., what it is like to feed CJ, play with him, wash him, and put 
him to bed).        
 
Organization Score: 3 
The overall plan is appropriate for narrative.  The writer groups related events (spending 
time at CJ’s mother’s house, going over to grandma’s house, moving on to father’s 
house, etc.).  The chronological sequencing is consistent and appropriate.  There are 
several transitions linking parts of the paper, but they are rather repetitive (e.g., “Then 
when his mama come home,” “Then when we get there,” and “Then when everybody get 
done”).  The one sentence conclusion is ineffective.  Overall, though, the writer 
demonstrates sufficient control of the components of Organization.   
 
Style Score: 3 
The writer uses descriptive language throughout the response to show why CJ is so 
special (e.g., “every time I see him at my grandma’s house he always start smiling,” “if 
nobody gives him any attention he starts to cry so I give him his passyfeyer,” and “CJ 
always spit up on my daddy and everybody starts to laugh”).  This descriptiveness helps 
create a caring tone; it is clear that the writer loves her cousin.  There is not much 
sentence variety due to several errors, but overall, the writer demonstrates sufficient 
control of the components of Style. 
 
Conventions: 2 
Control of the elements of Conventions is mixed.  There are some correct sentences, but 
there are just as many errors and overloaded sentences (e.g. “Then when we get there we 
eat and I get a Blanket and lay CJ on the floor, and when we are eating if nobody gives 
him any attention he starts to cry so I give him his passyfeyer then he watches t.v. until 
we pick him up off the floor”).  These mixed results apply to usage and mechanics as 
well.  Control is demonstrated about 50% of the time. 
 
 

Performance Level: Meets the Standard  
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Ideas Score: 4 
The narrative about a weekend that the writer spends with an aunt and uncle is well 
developed.  Each segment of the narrative is relevant (going shopping, eating lunch, 
going swimming at the hotel, etc.), and the writer includes specific details to develop 
each these events (e.g., what they bought while shopping, what they ate for lunch, etc.).  
The information in the papers addresses reader concerns (e.g., what did the writer do with 
the special people?).     
 
Organization Score: 5 
The overall plan is appropriate for the narrative purpose.  Ideas follow a chronological 
sequence.  The writer groups parts of the day together (first shopping, then eating lunch, 
then swimming).  Several effective transitions link body paragraphs and ideas within 
them (“Since it was their last day,” “but I decided to be different,” “Afterwards,” “After 
about an hour of switching back and forth”).  The conclusion is brief, but the writer 
demonstrates a full command of the components of Organization. 
 
Style Score: 4 
Word choice is often engaging (“they both concluded that they would take us shopping”) 
and precise (“a choice of Arizona lemon flavored iced tea, Arizona berry flavored iced 
tea, or Sprite”).  This language helps create an enthusiastic tone.  There is effective 
sentence variety throughout much of the paper (particularly a mix of lengths and 
structures in paragraphs two and three).  There are few carefully crafted phrases in the 
response, but the writer demonstrates consistent control of the components of Style. 
 
Conventions: 5 
There are few errors in any element of Conventions.  The writer uses a variety of 
sentence structures clearly and correctly.  Usage is nearly flawless.  To mention one 
aspect of a very strong control in mechanics, the writer uses commas correctly throughout 
the response. 
 
 

Performance Level: Exceeds the Standard 
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Ideas Score: 3 
The writer produces a sufficiently developed narrative.  The action takes place over the 
course of two days, which is acceptable, even though the prompt directs the student to 
write about a day with someone special.  The narrative events (meeting “Eedy,” reuniting 
the next day, building a tree house, and defending it) are relevant.  The writer develops 
these events with some details (e.g., “we walk to the park for an hour,” “we made an 
brige for the 2nd treehouse,” and “shot the big kids whit the waterguns”).  There is enough 
information to provide a sense of completeness. 
 
Organization Score: 3 
The chronological organization is appropriate to the narrative purpose.  The writer 
sufficiently groups related events (meeting Eedy on day one, finding Eedy the next day, 
and, finally, building the tree house).  Some transitions are present (“the next day,” 
“when we where finish,” and “after we defeat the big kids”).  Overall, the writer 
demonstrates sufficient control of the components of Organization. 
 
Style Score: 2 
Word choice is simple and ordinary, and the writer often struggles to control language (“I 
went to went outside in up the hill.  again still diting saw him”).  The dialogue, however, 
is appropriate for narrative writing and demonstrates audience awareness.  Word choice 
gets more interesting toward the end of the response as the action rises (“so we quickly 
ran over the bridge” and “shot the big kids whit water guns”).  For the most part, though, 
the writer exhibits minimal control of the components of Style.   
 
Conventions: 1 
The writer establishes little control of the components of Conventions.  There are severe 
and repeated errors in sentence formation, usage, and mechanics.  While errors do not 
often interfere with meaning, incorrect examples far outweigh the correct ones. 
 
 

Performance Level: Does Not Meet the Standard 
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Ideas Score: 5 
The narrative about a time the writer goes to South Carolina with family and friends is 
fully developed.  The narrative events are relevant (the car trip, going to the beach, riding 
bikes, etc.), and the writer develops them with specific details (e.g., “We went into the 
ocean about fifteen feet and weren’t worried about sharks one bit” and “We walked about 
a mile and a half and saw two dead horseshoe crabs lying in the sand”).  The story 
contains information that addresses a variety of reader concerns and perspectives (e.g., 
what the friends did for fun while in South Carolina). 
 
Organization Score: 5 
The writer demonstrates full command of the components of Organization.  The 
introduction sets the stage by identifying the destination, the travelers, and their 
excitement.  The writer groups narrative events together and sequences ideas 
chronologically.  Varied transitions link parts of the paper (e.g., “On the way to South 
Carolina,” “After about five minutes,” and “Next stop, the beach”).  The conclusion 
provides appropriate closure. 
 
Style Score: 5 
The writer uses several carefully crafted phrases to create an enthusiastic tone (e.g., 
“Everyone was absolutely exstatic,” “we were ready to rock and roll,” and “the ocean 
was freezing when you first felt it, but the sun warmed you up”).  The writer’s voice is 
apparent throughout the narrative, and sentences are varied in length and structure. 
 
Conventions: 4 
There are some run-ons (e.g., “Ashley stepped on a crab, so did I), but most of the 
sentences are clear and correct, including examples of compound and complex sentences.  
The elements of usage and mechanics are consistently correct, although there are some 
missing commas after introductory clauses (e.g., “After about five minutes we left).  
Correct instances make up about 80% of the paper. 
  
 

Performance Level: Exceeds the Standard 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 


